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• Abstract (300 words):
This paper strives to interrogate the abilities of machine vision techniques based on a family of deep neural networks, called Generative Adversarial Neural Networks (GANs), to assemble or construct new urban planning solutions. The basis for these processes is a large database of particular urban design solutions, divided into two separate learning classes: Urban Textures and Terrain Variations. The proposed algorithmic technique leverages the large amount of structural and symbolic information that is inherent to the design of urban planning solutions (Urban Textures) throughout history to generate novel, unseen plans. In this area of inquiry, questions such as creativity, agency and authorship are discussed, as neural networks are capable of creating solutions currently unknown to designers. These can range from alien morphologies, to advanced programmatic solutions. This paper is primarily interested in interrogating the second, existing but uncharted territory.

It is almost impossible to judge plans of cities on a purely utilitarian level. The planning process is directly impacted and influenced by economic environments, material preferences, political conditions and stylistic fashions of the time the design was created.
In both cases it is not surprising that the intrinsic matter of planning on a large scale involves utopian ideas as well as aspects of ideology. The examples demonstrate that urban maps in particular can represent and symbolize abstract concepts that span ideologies beyond shape, geometry and aesthetics to encompass political, social and economic conditions. It might not surprise that in this extent, Plans also represent a vessel and repository of the history of urban design imaginations, and as such can be considered an enormous mine for new ideas on the nature of architecture. Therefore, at its most basic level, the planning process is rooted in the inherently human ability to not only perform pattern and symbol recognition but also pattern and symbol generation.
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